LIESEL SPANGLER
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
SAMPLE COURSE MATERIALS
The sample course materials overview a presentation project that the students complete in my
course Poli100O: Perspectives on Race and Ethnicity course for which I have been the instructor of
record twice. The presentation was completed in small groups, which offered the students a lowerstakes environment in which to practice their ability to communicate effectively in the context of a
presentation.
The assignment was designed to give students the opportunity to research a topic that they care
about, evaluate the potential solutions to that problem, analyze the role of government and social
groups to solve the problem, and to create and justify a solution that the student feels best addresses
the problem.
In class, we walked through how to create an appropriate topic, examples of topics, how to structure
the presentation, the evaluation benchmarks from the rubric, and a model presentation.
The included materials:
1. Presentation Instructions
2. Evaluation Rubric (students are given this with the instructions)
3. Peer Feedback Instructions and Example
4. Audience Participation Form
5. Example Presentation (selected slides, full version available on my
website (www.lieselspangler.com)
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Poli100O Presentation Assignment
You will be researching a problem that pertains to race and ethnicity in American Politics. The
topics can be extensions of something we discuss in class or another topic that interests you. Topics
will need to be approved.
Your presentation should fully describe the problem that you’ve researched and its history, what the
arguments are for government action/regulation, what the arguments are against government
action/regulation, what actions have been taken politically/societally to solve the problem, and what
the best course of action for the future is in your opinion.
The presentation will be completed individually but you will be presenting to a small group of your
peers, not the whole class.
The presentation will be 10-15 minutes long followed by a Q&A for 5-10 minutes.
Timeline:
1. Topic due 8/11 via TritonEd discussion board
• State the overall topic (could be a particular week from the syllabus, e.g.,
immigration, media, criminal justice, political behavior, political representation, etc.)
• Identify 2-3 potential policy issues within that overall topic that you would be
interested in and rank them.
2. Preliminary draft of presentation due for feedback 8/20
• Make rough draft of slides.
• Write what you would ideally say in the notes, so that those giving you feedback will
be able to give you better feedback.
• Upload the slides to the discussion board.
3. Peer feedback due 8/24 at 11am
• Answer the questions for your feedback partners that are listed on the discussion
board.
• Post your answers for each of your feedback partners on the discussion board.
4. Presentations in class 8/29
• Refine your presentations based on peer and instructor feedback.
• Practice!
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Description of the Problem
(1-2 minutes)
History of the Problem
(1-2 minutes)
Arguments for Government
Action/Regulation
(2-3 minutes)

Arguments against
Government
Action/Regulation
(2-3 minutes)
Actions that have been taken
politically/societally to solve
the problem
(2 minutes)
Best course of Action for the
Future
(3 minutes--worth 20 Points)
Due Dates

Professionalism of
Presentation
(Worth 20 Points)

Rubric for In Class Presentation
•
•

Problem is clearly specified.
Problem is appropriately scaled/sized that it can be reasonably discussed in about 10 minutes (i.e., not too broad
or not too specific)

Benchmarks:

•

•
•

•
•

Provides a complete but brief historical overview of the problem (e.g., trends over time, different historical phases,
etc.)
Clearly communicates whether this is a new or old problem.
Lists all the major areas for government action/regulation (will vary by topic)
o Thinks about government action more broadly than just legislation. Considers potential roles of all three
branches of government (Congress, the Presidency/bureaucracy, and the Judicial System), as well as
different levels of government (local, state, and federal)
Analyzes reasons why the government might be well suited to take action or regulate
Considers how different levels of government might vary in their ability for action/regulation (local, state, and
federal)
Analyzes reasons why the government might NOT be well suited to take action or regulate.
Analyzes reasons why other societal institutions/entities (e.g., civic/religious organizations, activist groups,
individuals) might be better suited to produce more effective change

•
•

Score Received
/10

/10

/10

Provides a complete but brief overview of previous solutions, whether those solutions were societal, individual, or
political solutions.
What has been the relative effectiveness of these solutions?

/20

/10

/10

•

Clearly outlines a solution or a set of solutions.
Argues why this solution will be more effective than other possible solutions.

•

•
•

/20

/10

•

Met at all the Due Dates Along the Way:
o Topic on TritonEd
o Rough Draft of Presentation on TritonEd
o Final Presentation
Presenter notes clearly describe the talking points.
Slides provide an overview of the major talking points/main ideas
Meets Time Requirement (10-15 minutes)
Slides are free of typos
Slides are organized in a coherent manner
Each slide has a central idea to organize the content
Slides do not include too much unnecessary text
Slides appear clean and neat, not cluttered
Slides include visuals when appropriate
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PERCENT SCORE: ________
SCORE OUT OF 25: _______
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PEER FEEDBACK INSTRUCTIONS
By 8/20 at 11:59pm, upload a preliminary draft of your slides. You can include what you would like to say in
your presentation in the presenter comments.
By 8/24 at 11:00am, provide feedback on the slides and the presenter notes on the following points:
1. Do the slides look clean and have an appropriate amount of information on them?
Do the slides/presenter notes:
2. clearly define the problem?
3. provide an overview of the history of the problem? is more or less needed?
4. adequately outline and explain the arguments for and against government
intervention/action/regulation to solve the problem? Are any potential arguments missing?
5. provide an overview of the actions that have already been taken?
6. explain the best course of action for the future while providing reasons why this is the best course
of action?

PEER FEEDBACK EXAMPLES
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Your name:
Presenter’s name:
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Audience Participation Form

Timing: Presentation began at:_________ , Presentation ended at:_________ , Total time: ___min
Organization: How clear and organized was the presentation? Explain how it added to your
understanding of the material? Please respond with clear examples and a specific discussion of how
the presentation could be improved:

Visual Presentation: What did you find visually stimulating? Discuss slides that helped to enhance
your understanding of the material. Please discuss specifically what worked in the presentation and
what and how you would suggest improving it visually.

Oral Presentation: How did your classmate’s oral presentation engage you? Did they speak at the
right level? Did the discussion enhance your understanding of the visual material? Discuss what
worked and what and how it could be improved.

What was are the main points that you learned from this presentation?

Do you have any additional advice or thoughts for your classmate?
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Voting has not always been seen as a right. In fact, at one time it was a privilege
reserved for white, property owning males (ACLU.org). However, after the
abolishment of slavery, the 15th Amendment extended this privilege to all men
despite “race, color, or previous condition of servitude” (ACLU.org). This was the first
step in ensuring that voting became a right and not a privilege in American
society…but is that really the case? The truth of the matter is that we all may have
the “right” to vote, but not necessarily the ability. Laws can disproportionately and
negatively impact a certain group of people: specifically minorities (for the purposes
of this presentation I will be focusing on African Americans). These laws are masked
with the pretense of protection, but merely hide legalized discrimination.
Felony disfranchisement is one of these laws. On the surface, a race-neutral
initiative ensuring civil order guides our rights and policies, but upon closer
inspection it might speak less of law and order and more of discrimination.
In short, felony disenfranchisement can be viewed as another tool in maintaining
what Michelle Alexander calls, “the racial caste system” (20-21). A system that
works to silence the voice of the minority and keep power in the hands of the
majority. These tools may not be obvious in their intension, but they are precise in
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their execution.
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• What is Felony Disenfranchisement? It is the removal of voting rights from a
group of people, felons, which were otherwise able to vote (Bowers, 722–743).
These felony convictions do not have to be treasonous or even violent for the
revocation to apply
• In 2016, 6.1M people could not vote due to felony disenfranchisement (Kelly,
2017)
• Convicted felons compromise the largest single group of Americans who cannot
vote (Goldman, 633)
• In fact, the U.S. has one of the highest incarceration rates in the world (670
inmates per 100K residents- next highest is Israel with 250 per 100K) (Holodny,
2018)
• These incarcerations primarily consist of minorities, as “Discriminatory measures
led not only to increase arrests of African Americans over any other ethnic group,
but increased convictions and harsher sentencing” (Alexander, 40-58). Examples:
• Discriminatory police searches (Alexander, 131)
• Crack Cocaine vs. Cocaine sentencing (Alexander, 112)
• Federal vs. State Courts (Alexander, 114-117)
• Mass Incarceration/ War on Drugs defined black people as criminals (Alexander,
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197)
• Drug War/ new Jim Crow- “new system of control” (Alexander, 188)
• “An estimated 38% of the total disenfranchised population is African American, far
greater than the black share of the national population, but in line with the black
proportion of persons under correctional supervision” (Mauer, 552)
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• 2010, a US Census found that African Americans are the highest of all incarcerated
ethnic groups and whites were the lowest (Figure provided by Prison Policy
Initiative).
• As previously eluded, this disproportionality can have a trickledown effect to the
voting polls.
• “As a consequence of disproportionate representation in the criminal justice
system, an estimated 13% of adult black males cannot vote because of a current
or prior felony conviction” …unless a change is made we can expect that number
to increase to 30-40% for black males born “today”(written 2000) (Mauer, 249)
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• 48 states currently have some form of felony disenfranchisement (The
Sentencing Project). As of 2010:
• 48 (all but Maine and Vermont)/ District of Columbia incarcerated
felons ineligible to vote
• 35 states: persons on probation and/or parole are also ineligible
• 12 states: persons who completed felony sentence may be
ineligible to vote and are subject to lifetime disenfranchisement in
four of those states
• Iowa, Florida, Kentucky, and Virginia—all persons with a felony
conviction, regardless of prison time, permanently lose their voting
rights (only can be restored via cumbersome pardon from the
governor, which typically benefits only a relative handful of
disenfranchised persons)
• Some states with the highest rates of felony disfranchisements have the harshest
rules: Florida, Mississippi, Kentucky, Virginia, Alabama, Tennessee, Wyoming,
Nevada, Arizona (The Sentencing Project)
• Over 77% of disenfranchised felons are not even in prison (Holodny, 2018)
• Figures sourced via “The Sentencing Project”
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Additional roadblocks: even without felony disenfranchisement there are restitution/
criminal fees, reinstatement of rights processes and fear of authority (Alexander,
159)
Essentially, we are removing the voice of a large group of people: incarcerating them
under unfair circumstances and then taking away their ability to do anything about it.
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• Not only does felony disenfranchisement silence the minority, but it can also boost
the white vote in rural areas- prison Gerrymandering (Sanders, 2016)
• “Basing districts on non-voting/ non-residents gives a few people the
political power of many” (Prison Policy Initiative)
• This can give power behind initiatives for predominately white rural
communities, while removing power from urban areas/ communities of
color (Sanders, 2016)
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• A form of criminal disenfranchisement has been in place for centuries: Early
colonial law and even ancient Greece (in ancient Greece only elite men could vote
initially)- however, disenfranchisement was typically reserved for election-related/
serious crimes (procon.org)
• i.e. in the late 1700’s/ early 1800’s several states enacted
disenfranchisement laws specifically for crimes involving bribery, perjury,
forgery, etc. (procon.org)
• End of Civil War (1865) & Expansion of Suffrage to black men (1877)- felony
disenfranchisement started to become a major obstacle due to the combination of
two initiatives (Kelly, 2017):
• Broadening of disenfranchisement laws to include additional crimes/laws
(Kelly, 2017):
• Example: the new disenfranchisement laws were explained by the
“President of Alabama's all-white 1901 constitutional convention as
'within the limits imposed by the Federal Constitution to establish
white supremacy.‘” (procon.org)
• Criminal Laws that target black men (Kelly, 2017)
• Example: “In the post-Reconstruction period, states such as
Alabama and South Carolina tailored their disenfranchisement
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•
•
•
•
•

policies with the specific intent of excluding the newly-eligible black
male voters (lose the right to vote for beating your wife, but not for
murdering)” (Mauer, 553)
Jim Crow 1877-1950: vagrancy laws (imprisonment then disenfranchisement)
(procon.org)
War on Drugs – Mass Incarceration (disproportionately targets non-whites)
(Goldman, 628)
1970 incarceration boom- the incarcerated population surged to 2M, a 6X
increase, with an additional 4.5M on parole probation. (Goldman, 627)
Overall today, nearly two million African Americans are ineligible to vote (Mauer,
552)
More African Americans are disenfranchised today than were franchised by the
15th Amendment (Goldman, 633)
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• Government action is necessary in order to remove voting restrictions for felons
• Federal law to be enacted via Congress/ President, enfranchising felons
with non-violent, non-treasonous crimes
• Disenfranchisement decided on a case-by-case base; typically reserved for
acts of treason/ fraud/ bribery, etc.
• Supreme Court to review decisions of state courts to ensure Constitutional
– Article III of Constitution (National Constitution Center)
• Federal government needed to ensure unity in the United States- via the
Supremacy Clause, federal law is arguably superior to the state law (Cornell
University Law School). Historically, the federal government has had to step in to
ensure certain laws, especially those surrounding minority groups, are abided by:
• Example: Reconstruction Era: Federal involvement and protection allowed
African Americans to vote and participate in politics (Alexander, 29).
• It was the removal of Federal involvement that allowed states to revert to
discriminatory ways- era of Jim Crow- “where prisoners became younger
and blacker” (Alexander, 32)
• States have a history of trying to enact laws that protect segregation and even
slavery (BLOOMP.net)
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• Without federal assistance- inequality across states
• Locally, felon friendly polls established for released “felons”/ initiates to involve
sub-group of people through halfway houses, probation office flyer targeting.
• The right to vote is a constitutional right that should extend to all citizens equally
without prejudice to economic, social or geographical status. As in the past, the
federal government needs to take the reins and institute a country-wide ruling,
removing state control. Whether or not you have the same basic voting rights
should not depend on what state you live in.
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• Tyranny Fear- giving federal government too much power/ Checks and Balances
• 10th Amendment- limits powers of federal government over states (Cornell Law
School). Government closest to the people are best able to make decisions for
them
• Even the federal government has a history of discrimination- War on Drugs (Jim
Crow, 57-58)
• Rulings via the Supreme Court that allowed law enforcement discrimination- led to
mass incarceration and disenfranchisement; McCleskey v Kemp- racial bias in
sentencing/ United States v. Brignoni-Ponce- allowed law enforcement to use
race as a factor for stop and search (Jim Crow, 97-139).
• Government might have an agenda that maintaining disenfranchisement benefits.
For example: according to business insider, if disenfranchised felons were allowed
to vote 7 out of 10 of the votes would be Democratic (Kelly, 2017)
• Further implications: Florida (key swing state)- “the nearly 1.5 million
people disenfranchised in the state after completing their sentences
account for 48% of the national total” (Kelly, 2017)
• Activist groups, such as the Sentencing Project, can rally supporters, provide
research/data, collect donations with a primary/ focused goal. Agenda is the issue
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at hand
• Activist groups can provide judge-free zones that can help individuals gain voting
rights or keep them informed (i.e. information centers, transportation systems to
polls)
• Initiating reforms, shedding light on the issue and gaining public support
• Public opinion important
• Governments might be more prone to enact enfranchisement laws if popular
opinion. In the end, government involvement is needed to reverse or re-evaluate
disenfranchisement laws
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• Congress has introduced several bills to re-evaluate disenfranchisement laws, but
they have not been successful so far. For example:
• In 1999, the Civic Participation and Rehabilitation Act was introduced in
Congress. The primary goal of this bill was to secure the federal voting
rights of persons who have been released from prison (Thedford Jr., 7)
• In 2009, House Rep sponsored HR 3335, restored rights of all felons at end
of prison sentence (Von Spakovsky, 2015)
• 2014, Senate Sponsored bill S.2550, restore voting rights to non-violent
felons, a year after their release (if on probation) (Von Spakovsky, 2015)
• Formation of movements that focus on incarceration (The Sentencing Project) and
Human Rights. These raise political awareness and potential policy reform (Kelly,
2017).
• Between 1997 and 2016, 24 states have changed their felony disenfranchisement
laws (Kelly, 2017). For example (The Sentencing Project):
• Delaware 2013: Removed 5-year waiting period for most offenses
• Iowa 2005: re-enfranchised all state residents with completed sentences
(but reversed 2011)
• Alabama: Eased the rights restoration process after sentence completion
for convictions not of “moral turpitude”
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• Other states: reduction of disenfranchisement through streamlining right
restoration process for certain groups
• Rhode Island/ Maryland only restrict for those in prison on felony charges
• California (2016) allows felons to vote if they are in jail, not prison
• 1997-2016: 840K have gained the right to vote (Kelly, 2017)
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Recent recognition that there may be a problem is not always enough to motivate
public opinion. On the surface, these laws can be legitimately explained- however,
studies have shown that they are heavy in racial discrimination
To move past the implication of these laws, one has to move past certain ideals and
beliefs- paying attention to the information at hand and not the propaganda; i.e.
“felons” are not second class citizens and deserve to have a voice
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• Extend voting rights to felons convicted of non-violent, non-treasonous/ election
related crimes- for felons that are incarcerated and on parole/ probation (continue
to disenfranchise treasonous (security reasons) and violent (public opinion
reasons)).
• Several countries allow inmates to vote and we can follow their lead on how to
approach certain obstacles. For instance:
• Germany: “Only those convicted of convicted of treason, electoral fraud,
espionage or membership in illegal organization are banned” have voting
rights removed (Rottinghaus, 23 and 35-36)
• Sweden: Allows inmates to vote via Special Polling places (i.e. prisons and
hospitals) or through proxy voting (i.e. family member, or significant other)
(Rottinghaus, 36). Polls could be off-site, but then transportation would
be needed. On-site to avoid transportation arrangement.
• Via OSCE guidelines: Outside staffing to oversee voting would potentially
limit the number of infractions against prisoner rights (access to ballots,
coercion and ballot secrecy) - (Rottinghaus, 14 and 41). Bringing in outside
assistance to reduce immediate intimidation (unfortunately, long term may
be problematic)
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• Canada: Vote will count in home base not prison locality- this will allow
support for policies in urban areas and not falsely represent current
locality/ prison (Rottinghaus, 38). Inmates register for “home base” so
they can be a part of policy that will potentially impact their neighborhood.
Removal of the “head-count”/ prison gerrymandering. Set up registrations
in-house- updates on deadlines displayed/ transparent.
• Part of a reform (i.e. like education) - physiologically beneficial- prison is about
rehabilitation (Thedford Jr., 99).
• South Africa: Constitutional Court declared, “The universality of the
franchise is important not only for nationhood and democracy. The vote of
each and every citizen is a badge of dignity and of personhood” (Sanders)
• Voting registration/ preparation classes
• Classes take place several months in advance to elections and educate
inmates on current policies so they can make an educated decision.
• Provide paraphernalia in-house
• Outside the Prison System: Locally, set up felon friendly voting booths to reduce
intimidation (I.e. at half-way houses)
• Target subgroup with information on voting via pamphlets at probation/ parole
offices, halfway houses, etc.
• Arguments against (side bar):
• “Felons” may vote for criminal leniency
• Vote of every American citizen counts- if they must abide by the law, then
they should have a say in them. Non-felons (tough on crime) and Felons
(potentially soft on crime) = balance
• Theorized that the inclusion of disenfranchised voters would swing the vote
democratic.
• That is a democracy and silencing a group to achieve desired results is
essentially rigging an election (Kelly, 2017)
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Voting should be a right, not a privilege, and as our nation changes we have to reevaluate certain ideals and laws to ensure it remains that way. The 15th Amendment
did not in itself ensure continued equal voting rights. New laws were put in place to
keep the newly enfranchised from the polls (literacy tests, poll taxes, etc.).
Laws today that systematically discriminate and remove the rights of a subgroup of
people are no different, despite their race-neutral appearance.
By protecting the rights of those who don’t have a voice, or a clear way to express it,
we are protecting the true ideals of America.
In quoting the Chief Justice McLachlin of the Canadian Supreme Court, “The idea that
certain classes of people are not morally fit or morally worthy to vote and to
participate in the law-making process is ancient and obsolete.” (Rottinghaus, 38)
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